
Minutes of the January 2009 GDB   Those present at CERN:  
Jeremy Coles – UK 
Jamie Shiers – CERN 
Jukka Klem – HIP, Finland 
Tony Cass – CERN 
Harry Renshall – CERN 
Simon Lin – ASGC, Taiwan 
Dave Kelsey – RAL 
Helene Cordier – CC-IN2P3, FR 
Frederique Chollet – IN2P3, FR 
Maria Dimou – CERN 
Luca dell’Agnello – INFN 
Gang Qin – ASGC 
Andreas Heiss – FZK 
Holger Martin – FZK 
Dietmar Kuhn – Austria 
Dario Barberis – ATLAS 
Nick Thackray – CERN 
Latchezar Betev – ALICE 
Steve Traylen – CERN 
Sue Foffano – CERN 
Maite Borroso – CERN 
Gilbert Poulard – ATLAS 
Laurence Field – CERN 
Jeff Templon – NIKHEF 
Cath Noble – CERN 
Kors Bos – ATLAS 
Matthias Kasemann  
John Gordon - RAL 
Flavia Donno – CERN  VRVS: Fabio Hernandez Derek Ross Pete Gronbech Claudio Grandi Christoph Grab 



Michel Jouvin Matt Hodges Giuseppe Lo Presti Ricardo Silva Alberto Aimar     JT: About batch systems. Before too general question about configuration. Need specific questions that we want to answer.  A list of potential topics for pre-GDB and GDB meetings was shown. Please help if you can. GDB issues listed: pilot jobs, reliability…. Topics for future meetings: VDT; installed resources; OSG storage solutions…  WLCG pre-CHEP workshop. Preliminary agenda is available:  JG: Preview of experiment dashboards? JS: View for CMS.  JT: We use the dashboards regularly.  GM: The orthogonal view – site view for supporting several VOs? That’s still in preparation. JS: Some items on the agenda   
Update from Ian Bird on LHC status and impacts No real collisions until September. Back in situation of 2008 with physics expected in September. Previously expected that run finshes in November but for review in Chamonix. Will discuss the schedule and energies – whether heavy ions included. Need to wait till Feb 6th for the 2009 and 2010 running scenarios. Means we do not need to keep pushing for things to be in place in April this year. Statement is that we relax the April deadline so that things are in place for July ready for September. But really need to wait for the outcome of the Chamonix workshop.  Then we need to consider resources for this year and next and present to the LHCC.  



 HR: The obvious point. If collisions are 15th September. People tend to take leave in August so really need to address this too. JG: Likely to be nothing extra IB: Only advantage is if you delay and take advantage of advances in technology JT: Trying to run the tender procedure over the summer is a disaster.  IB: That’s why amounts stay the same but with a deadline 2 months later.  JG: There is a break point in tender process JT: Sounds like we should guess on the April tenders.   
Transition to a new benchmark (G MERINO) GM: Group setup at request of the MB.  Reactions: IB: Should do the conversion to show RRB that things are equvalent and then do the requirements using the new units. Glad that it is a simple factor.  JT: Waiting for experiments is probably not relevant – more likely application issue not machine/benchmark.  LB: Factor of 1.5. JT: Run benchmark and then multiple by 1.5? LB: Requirements are in natural units. IB: Just multiple by 4.  GM: The factor 1.5 just affects sites running old benchmark in order to get proper power. ??: When do you think everything can be in place? JG: Two bits. Got to get sites to change and then to use the right methods FD: How can you see from the info system which benchmark is used LF: Field – processor other description could be used. JG: Thought seen benchmarking proposal for type – ST: Not until Glue2.0. IB: Changing accounting will be difficult since will have a mix. 



FD: You can normalise provided you know which unit is used.  JT: Did we just agree on the factor of 4? IB/others: Yes. Should formalise in the MB.     
Worker Node WG (Steve Traylen) Publishing glue(sub)clusters. One cluster node per site.  FD/JT: What about WMS. Separate … at the moment only advertise the minimum. For example some machines 1Gb and others 2GB to guarantee that get what need publish 1GB.  ST: Only way to deploy is to have multple queues – one queue per subcluster. But sites don’t want to define extra queues. More a hard differentiation for SL3/SL4.  GM: this means every subcluster will need a different shared software area? ST: Can have but does not require it. Magic is in the symbolic links. You can share. Perhaps need fresh area when moving 32-bit to 64-bit.  JT: Should never force the link between queues and sub-clusters.  ST: Still need argument passing to fully resolve issues – this is a step required towards that.  FD: New attributes included for installed capacity? JG:  Is it wise to allow a freer ability to specify attributes and values? ST: BDII itself does a check that the values are not nonsense.   JG: How does curl get the VOMs role ST: Use curl with your VOMS proxy. You present your certificate and it gives the proxy to the webserver. Knows about the certificate but not what is in the certificate. https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/WNWorkingGroup FD: What about quattor? 



MJ: Should be able to do the same as YAIM. Can configure subclusters independently. Not a very big change.  JG: Next steps? ST: Tied up with CREAM CE deployment. Needs to be reviewed again for parameter passing. This is clearly an extra feature over what is offered with the LCG CE.  JT: Comment – from experience with job priorities did not tell people to not turn on unless they know what they are doing. Need to make it clear not to turn this on in YAIM unless site-admin knows what they are doing. Flag for publishing – had a default of off.  JG: There is a lot in this – how will you get sites to do it?  ST: Tagging steps will go out as standard. Nothing need to change. JG: Then need a clear announcement.  ST: YAIM part does need careful review.  When code is finalised we’ll run a tutorial. Timescales. First steps heading into certification. By the end of Jan all in certification. Last step about YAIM, can’t release until other steps ready.  JG: Could have a pre-GDB with 1-2 hrs to present changes? ST: Yes.   Grid Configuration Data (James Casey) – what should be on the grid? Call for extra input from automations team. How to reliably find a list of site – service- VO mappings in the EGEE production infrastructure.  Problem with information being inconsistent between sources – eg. BDII and GOCDB. Which should be used!? Services use different caching and heuristics. JT: Some services at site not monitored by EGEE. Is there a way to differentiate? JC: Could be a completely new ldap area – new function for site BDII.   JG: Difficult to verify entries at site level JC: If publish something bad then site Nagios will complain. Input from the sysadmin community is needed.  GD: Did you look at work done for the ATLAS grid information system 



JC: Yes – filled in by ATLAS not site admins. Here we are trying to ensure that whatever the infrastructure provides is reliable. ??: ATLAS solution was … on one side this looks promising but need discussion of what experiments have built does not crumble.  Also issue about other Grids JC: OSG has definitive source – use OIM. Developed from the ground up. Scale is so much smaller. Database at ROC scale (30 sites) is different from 300 sites.  Persistent daily problems instead of once per year. JG: When GOCDB distributed then scale will be smaller. My feeling is that there is less risk with modifying the site BDII.  JC: OIM does not have a site level information system. CG: In two solutions presented – slide 3 – one current problem with BDII – can’t distinguish something out of BDII or decommissioned. How do you prevent service dropping out of the site BDII? I don’t see a solution by having list published by BDII.  JC: Site-GRIS publishes what is running and another from site BDII to publish what should be available. When site-BDII is available the information is consistent if not then you don’t update anyway,.  MJ:  JC: Need input on which technical implementation to pursue.  JT: BDII proposal is the better one. A lot of site admins out there do not know how to configure and a lot of information is not used anyway. Sanitise information and drop information not being used. JG: What stops sites popping up? JC: GOCDB still bootstraps. Structure from GOCDB. Infrastructure groupings can also be in GOCDB.   PG: GOCDB – lost power to site . How do you deal with things like that? JC: We should go ahead and think through things required on the site-BDII side? FH: Would like to encourage James to discuss with ROC managers.  Historical information in GOCDB about downtimes useful . Would not want to lose.  JG: Don’t we harvest this information into the CIC portal?  
The GLUE schema (Lawrene Field)  



JT: There was some discussion about attributes that did not have a definition in 1.3. One thing told in the discussion was  LF: Every field does have a definition – some may not be very strong.  Therefore along with speficication need a document about how fields will be used. Profile… one per project.  Need a profile for grid infrastructures. 2.0 has improved definitions but still things open to interpretation. For example in Flavia’s document the total CPUs field needs to be static.  JT: Process for profile doc LF: New GIN that writes documents – OGF working group. People involved are those who run the infrastructures like TeraGrid.  FD: Glue 2.0 will introduce non-backward compatible changes. Are you going to produce some deployment guidance. Imposible to make all sites publish correct information at the same time. LF: Can do 1.3 to 2.0 transition in backwards compatible way but need to work out. Impact on sysadmins and users many changes will be hidden through tools like lcg-utils. These should work no matter the information system used behind them. Obviously there will be an impact but we will work to minise it.  JG: Tools know what they are looking at so extra work on interpreting what they are looking at.   
CHRISTMAS EXPERIENCES 

ALICE (Patricia Mendez Lorenzo) WMS backlogs developed due to 2 sites catching a huge number of jobs.  JG: When you say catching you mean queuing at the site? PL: Yes. The queue was not publishing. RB was not resubmitted but the WMS  resubmitted.  JG: Is there not a glue variable for max number of jobs for a CE? PL: Not aware ??: What was the CPU load  when this happened. When load is beyond a certain point – 10 – then stops accepting jobs.  Perhaps the limiter is not configured correctly.  PL:  Submission through wms204 has never stopped.  JT: Part of the problem is also the pattern. VO triggers action but there is no feedback. Experiment does not know something has broken and continues submitting.   



JG: Are these WMSes dedicated? PL: Russia, Italy completely dedicated.  FC: One at GRIF PL: GRIF has firewall problem. There is no WMS completely dedicated – submission times were >1min.  FH:  In my opinion 4000 jobs per day is not a big deal. Fair amount of WMSes available. You think that 8 not enough? PL: It should be enough for whole production but seen one WMS blocked by 20000 jobs. Change of WMS from site-to-site takes >2hrs.  8-10 should be enough  but we need to see. JT: We’ve heard these problems from these WMSes. We notice mysterious timeouts where jobs take >10 mins to get through system.  PL: Worked well has been the SARA implementation. This week the Russia federation has reported problems with WMS overload.  JG: Are you loading that highly or just using them differently? PL: Many of the jobs are agents. There are some inefficiencies with proxy delegations with each job but the experts do not see this as likely to be a problem. JG: RAL has seen biomed fill shared space on one WMS – did not impact LHC VOs.   
ATLAS (J. Knobloch) JT: Problems for NL were due to now being able to stage files quick enough? JN: Yes. ATLAS happy with performance.  FH: Slide 3 – for the reprocessing the data were already on disk? Berger: Data had to be staged and redistributed and that activity went on before.  JG: So on the right site but perhaps not on disk at the start of the exercise? B: Yes.  ?? T0/D1.  JT: Why then why a problem in the Netherlands with staging? KB: Started reprocessing but some of the data was only on tape. Panda system had difficulty with files on tape and disk – could not always check if file was on 



disk so sometimes staged even if on disk (10-20% files affected like this).  Problem at RAL and in NL.   
CMS (Matthias Kasemann) FH: Problem seen was due to CMS job load on headnode due to  -- problem is corrected in the new CMS software which is not yet deployed. MK: That’s correct.  
LHCb (Philippe Charpentier) Drop in jobs around 25th December from average of 4,000 to 1,000. ML looking into it. ML: Waiting for further details from LHCb.. remarkable that both ALICE and LHCb had workflow problems. Network problems are possible but then at a very low level and affecting specific WMSes.  FH: How many WMS instances are you using for this load? PC: About 8. Some dedicated some shared. 4 CERN dedicated. 1 in CNAF dedicated. Shared at RAL and … CERN provides the most targeted WMSes.    
ATLAS ticket routing – OSG FP to GGUS (Rob Quick) MD: For T1s everything is direct since the end of last year.   
Improving Change Management (Markus Schulz) IB: I don’t know what they were but these were not mentioned in any MB so they could not have been real disasters. I have not heard of any of these. Issues/problems may have been raised at the daily meeting.  ST: VOMS problems was mentioned in both daily meeting and in MB report.  IB: Nothing worse here than  JG: this was withdrawing of the release and warning to all sites. OK: There were 2 instances mentioned.  
Post mortem of 2008 releases (Andreas) 



MS: Comment on slide 1: many problems would be spotted in a PPS which has load. But the PPS had no significant experiment load.  MS: Woud not say release model. It is the tools used with linux – does not foresee rollback need.  JG: Slide 2 – what do you mean by broadcast?  AS: Messages saying things like update BDII etc. with links. Some from AS, Louis, Maarten.. not always using the same template.  MS: Problem is 40-50 bugs a month and this somehow reflects on the number of releases – decreasing this will lead to growth in open bugs.  JT: What I mean is if patch only includes bug fixes then no problem, but if a change in fucntioncliaty comes or YAIM component then more of a concern. MS: You suggest we separate bugs fixes from functionality changes? JG: This is what we have been telling people for a long time MS: erhaps overesimtate influence over the developers. We get a bundle from them. The components do not release regularly – main components tend to be 4-5 times a year for CREAM-CE say. If sep bug fixes from functionalty changes then may not be practical. Do the experiments fo it this way. JG: To have to install new  OK: Submit a bug and sometimes new functionality changes are already in certification what then? JT: May be case of deciding what we have to accept. Bug fixes in with config changes means no longer have possibility to deploy quickly. If just bug fix then install and restart but config changes then much more involved.  MS: To put something out on infrastructure that has seen 25 jobs is not sufficient. Experiments can not retarget production.   MS:To control the impact of change that impacts certain use cases   Slide 5. JT: experiment AND site use cases. NT: There are now a set of site install/configure  setups still in place for PPS. ST: What is the point of current only referring to one type.  ML: Has happened. Top-level BDII repository  ??: WN also has own area 



SL: Thought node one was done when there were requirement conflicts. Split as a last resort. Making problems for yourself having different repositories.  ??: Yes with consistency.  OK: Rollback should be seen as damage limitation. So far taken the optimistic view that we could produce updates to fix quickly but VOMS case showed this was not the case. PG: Putting out older working middleware with higher version number ??: It is a lot of work and those who monitor change see change were none exists.   For developers would be a nightmare to synchronise.  JG: Do need a solution to stop the further upgrades once problem noticed. A: Yes – exactly.   MS: New FTS releases first go through a few sites for part of the experiment workflow in parallel to a previous release – always option to fall back. Service by service need to find right minimum impact approach.   MS: Slide 9. This will not hold back the SCAS release since it has yet to be released.  
October 2008 VOM(R)S Workshop report  (Maria Dimou) JG: IF we can not get convergence then what? MD: We need to make sure the developers meet their deadlines.  JG: WLCG needs to take a view. What we can ask EGEE is for site of the relative priorities of the VOMS worklist.  DK: Congratulate Maria on describing problem very clearly. Either Fermi to provide further support for VOMRS for WLCG  JT: You said the WLCG VOs don’t care about the other VOs but they do if something gets exploited DK: Showing the AUP, suspension of users etc.  JG: Comes down to AUPs for VOs. JT is right if there is a security problem with one of the EGEE VOs then it puts all resources at risk IB: Only thing different is the integration of the HR database JG: Point is that VOMRS is implemented on top of the HR database.  



DM: Two VOMRS versions  JG: Does not help with convergence but reduces exposure DK: Stated aim is still to merge the two products. JT: The group you lead should state that whatever product is used should have the properties listed.  JG: Either VOMS-admin aquires the features or everyone adopts VOMRS. DM: VOMRS was not desired from the gLite or VOMRS side (the latter since they maintain only one rpm and getting through gLite channel is too hard). JG: Software being in VDT is not a valid reason to reject! JT: Get a statement from the security bodies difficult – possibly because it is about a specific product. DK: No executive power JSPG can only advise. JG: Any  further questions for MD? ML: Besides all the bugs don’t forget porting to Sl5. VOMS database replication – for ATLAS something was written in less than a week .  JG: We should then write a summary of the pertinent issues for the MB  
 

The CREAM CE: Update on status (Nick Thackray) OK: Point 5 slide 2 – the code is in certification JT: Two levels of auth in CREAM. gLite java auth framework and LCMAPS. In the former banning a user is more difficult.  Not  the case that you don’t need to auth point – one is prior to service access. Would prefer the same service is used. MS: Should keep in but it should not stop us since otherwise need LCG-CE on SL5. JG: Slide 5. ICE-WMS has it been through certification?  NT: CREAM-CE in testing not to be released next week. Version in production, one in pre-production and another version… also one with proxy renewal! OK: Standard release process has three versions. Released. One through certification and another with proxy renewal about to enter certification.  JG:  MS: mistake to accept CREAM version to be used for WMS 



MS: ALICE is interested in direct submission. PL: If any site wants to make any upgrade of rhte CREAM-CE then experiment is always willing to test new versions of CREAM in production.  FH: Decision to drop parameter passing to blah… sites requesting for 4- years. If you drop this now then will not get in 2009.  NT: It does not stop CREAM CE getting into production.  OK: Not clear we can provide a useful generic solution.  Developers suggest this may be site specific.  JG: Not a reason to reject CREAM. FH: requirements from sites are not taken as seriously as those from experiments. JT: Understand extent of problem. Similar issue with dynamic scheduler. Tool assumes maui controls it. Can not make an lcg dynamic scheduler that works with both. There is a site decision on how you represent queues and wall time limits etc. CREAM knows about requirements and can pass … JG: Pass info to batch system and let it decide. If you were using bsub would you use a different memory limit?  JT: Torque batch system and Maui scheduler. How do you allow jobs to get into queues.  JG: Both know about these parameters but the passing mechanism should be the same.   
Middleware update (Oliver Keeble) TC: ROOT has been fixed. About sites turning this off, experiments see advantage of secure enablement flag to be left on. OK: Is the SELinux issue enough to cause problems such that a release would not be useful? ST: In SL4 this was switched off.  JG: Documentation should make it clear that SE linux behaviour should not change if turned off.  PC: Except VOMS…  OK: Nobody has told us … 



 MS: Compilers – old gcc version should be bundled request. A bit reluctant to see this as a middleware bit. Not sure that a gLite release should come with this – very artificial.  OK: things along thse lines were talked about in the architects forum last week. A repository was discussed. Not seriously discussed as part of the middleware. Support for the compiler yes but provision of it no. Libraries are part of the OS.  LB: One issue from Christmas running was that WMS continues to accept jobs beyond … this is a big issue. MS: Check-point limiter needs to be configured. ST: There is a limiter if the system load goes too high.  LB: WMS still processes jobs but does not put jobs anywhere. PM: Discussed in post-mortem yesterday. Given number of bugs for WMS then not an urgent fix in the schedule…. ML: The mechanism is there but a few things are checked load, space in /var, someone would have to write a script to take other considerations into account. Our admins decided to create a sensor which would put node into draining when a certain load was reached – will be done in a few weeks. Not correct to say that there is no mechanism for the WMS to stop accepting jobs. Given number of open bugs …  LB: There is no message about SL5. It is more advanced why not go there.  JG: Don’t think you need to push the sites. Many sites will want to run SL5 due to kernal updates etc.  Are we changing compiler here? OK: Application area is but does not affect m/w LB: Last time show stopper was applications of the experiments not ready. Now they are.  JG: Do all the experiments want sites to move forward to SL5? KB: Can’t give a definitive answer.  JG: Would you prefer SL5? MK: Would like sites to migrate as quickly as possible. PC:  LHCb don’t care.  JG: Inform to sites via GDB… 



MS: Jeff is a good person to ask. You always stress that you also run for other users. JT: We had some people asking 6 months ago if we can migrate. But there is probably some other application that does not want to move. We are just getting ready for 64-bit.  PC: I would like that there is a body that makes sure the dCache/DPM client is ready for SL5 32-bit and 64-bit.  Andreas: dCache I think is available.  PC: Should insist 64-bit and 32-bit installed. JG: Advertising may have been the issue PC: Previously m/w not being available meant many sites didn’t run the 64-bit OS. OK:  At CERN the 64-bit OS is installed   
Tape (John Gordon) JG: Would like information from all the experiments next – did they achieve rates expected at each site. Can sites share information about their ability to monitor.   LB: Question – tape sytem has to be paired to what is on top dCache/CASTOR.  Just want to be more specific – answer can be different in different scenarios. dCache and CASTOR react differently. JG: Might expect if use all T1s then wil get different rates but can they all meet the rates you require of them? JG: For LHCC want to show something like requirement and met PC: Only way to know if file is online need to submit a request srm-ls takes ages which means monitoring much slower than system behind it.  JG: Can you do the reconstruction at the rates you want? PC: Can not say that this site is performing staging at this rate.  JG: ATLAS did show plots about how long it took for data to come on after pre-stage. PC: They should comment but they were looking at the time to know the pre-stage has worked not the pre-stage itself.  



 JT: Question from MB – memory swapping.  Problem statement: move to 64-bit there are some applications that expand by factor 2 and jobs get in ways of each other. Need policy about what to do. Set a limit or what? What we don’t want is for the experiments to be surprised. KB: Is it possible to sometimes request 4GB memory use?  JG: Other issue was about whether the MB should be before or after the GDB. Currently MB meets the day before. One possibility is GDB and MB on same day with GDB finishing at 16:00. For one day it may mean some need to be away for 2 nights. Point against, so quckly after GDB can not develop quick enough to address at the MB.  Also possible to have MB day after.  JT: Main reason to initiaite – we noticed that for one topic we got topic in pre-GDb then MB then in GDB. What was worse, because of the MB feedback the GDB talked by 5%.  JG: Another issue was about scheduling – difficult to get  to the MB management points without exploring the technical.  MK: IN favour of having both meetings on the same day.   Meeting closed at 17:45.         
EVO Chat  
[09:04:36] Michel Jouvin Yes sound is ok [09:04:45] Fabio Hernandez Yes, I can 
hear you. [09:06:46] Matt Hodges joined [09:06:46] Christoph Grab joined [09:06:47] 
CERN 31-3-004 joined [09:06:48] Claudio Grandi joined [09:06:49] Giuseppe Lo 
Presti joined [09:06:50] Michel Jouvin joined [09:07:12] Ricardo Silva joined 
[09:09:44] Michel Jouvin We cannot hear [09:12:44] Ricardo Silva I can hear 



perfectly [09:12:45] Pete Gronbech its loud and clear to me [09:12:46] Derek Ross 
Its hard to hear questions but I can hear John okay [09:12:51] CERN 31-3-004 can ou 
hear now? [09:12:51] Christoph Grab I can hear fine too. [09:13:27] Michel Jouvin 
It is ok now, it was when somebody spoke from the room [09:16:12] Alberto Aimar 
joined [09:35:00] Giuseppe Lo Presti left [09:44:41] Stephen Burke joined [09:47:03] 
Sergio Maffioletti joined [09:47:37] Fabio Hernandez Please use the microphone 
[09:49:51] Fotis Georgatos joined [10:05:11] Romain Wartel joined [10:20:15] 
Miguel Anjo joined [10:31:18] Richard Gokieli joined [10:53:19] Pete Gronbech If 
your grid site loses power or network your site bdii will not be able to publish the 
down time [11:03:00] Michel Jouvin I am not convinced one system can take over all 
the roles currently spread between GOC DB and BDII [11:12:45] Stephen Burke 
You could have off-site caching, but with the primary source at the site [11:15:20] 
Jeremy Coles Please could everyone mute unless talking - we hear typing over the 
speakers! Thanks. [11:19:38] Jeremy Coles Michel - please could you check that you 
have muted? Thanks [11:21:43] Michel Jouvin Sorry for forgetting to do it 
[11:28:57] Rob Quick joined [11:31:41] Matt Hodges left [11:35:43] Fabio 
Hernandez left [11:36:08] Claudio Grandi left [11:36:30] Michel Jouvin left 
[11:37:25] Rob Quick left [11:37:31] CERN 31-3-004 start again 1400 [11:45:16] 
Christoph Grab left [09:12:45] Ricardo Silva I can hear perfectly [09:12:47] Derek 
Ross Its hard to hear questions but I can hear John okay [09:12:53] CERN 31-3-004 
can ou hear now? [09:12:53] Christoph Grab I can hear fine too. [09:47:39] Fabio 
Hernandez Please use the microphone [11:03:01] Michel Jouvin I am not convinced 
one system can take over all the roles currently spread between GOC DB and BDII 
[11:12:47] Stephen Burke You could have off-site caching, but with the primary 
source at the site [11:21:44] Michel Jouvin Sorry for forgetting to do it [11:37:33] 
CERN 31-3-004 start again 1400 [12:57:58] Milos Lokajicek joined [12:59:19] Fabio 
Hernandez joined [12:59:30] Matt Hodges joined 

[13:06:13] Claudio Grandi joined [13:06:24] Jukka Klem joined [13:07:20] Rob 
Quick joined [13:12:36] Romain Wartel left [13:21:45] Derek Ross left [13:22:51] 
Derek Ross joined [13:27:03] Christoph Grab joined [13:28:37] Christoph Grab left 
[13:54:58] Christoph Grab joined [13:57:14] Jukka Klem left [14:09:47] Christoph 
Grab left [14:10:08] Christoph Grab joined [14:10:30] Christoph Grab left [14:10:58] 
Rob Quick i've lost audio... [14:11:45] Rob Quick muted [14:12:02] Jeremy Coles 
Thanks. [14:12:22] Rob Quick left [14:21:38] Miguel Anjo left [14:27:07] Ricardo 
Silva left [14:29:33] Derek Ross left [14:30:39] Derek Ross joined [14:44:18] 
Christoph Grab joined [16:24:08] Sergio Maffioletti left [16:34:12] Milos Lokajicek 
left [16:44:26] Claudio Grandi left [16:44:31] Fabio Hernandez left [16:44:33] 
Christoph Grab left [16:44:55] Matt Hodges left [16:44:56] Stephen Burke left  


